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祝福 All immigrants must become permanent residents of the

United States before they can __1_ citizenship.People who are

residents carry with them a small card called an Alien Registration

Receipt Card.This card is __2_ refered to as a "green card", __3_ it is

rarely green in color anymore. The forms that __4_ be filled out in

order for you to become a permanent resident differ __5_ the type of

immigrant you are.__6_ filling out the appropriate forms,most

candidates for permanent residency must __7_ photo,fingerprints,a

birth __8_ ,a police report from their country,and a health report by

a physician __9_ is recognized by the Immigration and

Naturalization Service,Candidates must also be __10_ by the

Immigration Offfice. It is important to be aware of the __11_ that the

process of becoming a permanent resident is often frustrating and

sometimes humiliating.__12_,applications get lost.At other times

they seem to be __13_.The process usually takes longer than it

_14__.Sometimes,during an interview,immigrants are treated rudely

and with __15_.Some waiting rooms are dark and dirty.The

physicians you are required to see often do not have adequent

__16_.The best _17__ we can give you is to remember that the

Immigration and Naturalization Service must be responsible for



recognizing that dangerous criminals and drug __18_ are not

accepted.If you papers are taking too long to__19_,it is sometimes

helpful to contact the local office of an elected official.He or she

might be willing to call the Immigration Office on your behalf and

possibly help to _20__ the process. 1) A ask for B appeal for C apply

for D seek for 2) A normally B ordinarily C regularly D commonly

3) A despite B although C as D in spite of 4) A will B shall C must D

should 5) A from B with C in D by 6) A besides B furthermore C

however D except that 7) A submit B give C supply D offer 8) A

recommendation B diploma C license D certificate 9) A whom B

which C who D by whom 10) A asked B interrogated C questioned

D inteviewed 11) A point B fact C view D opinion 12) A often B

occasionally C rarely D regularly 13) A forgetten B discarded C

ignored D uncared for 14) A should B could C would D might 15) A

suspect B doubt C suspicion D incredulous 16) A equipment B

facilities C instruments D appliances 17) A proposal B opinion C

advice D suggestion 18) A lovers B addicts C adorer D fans 19) A be

settled B be processed C be coped with D be dealt with 20) A

improve B enhance C hasten up D speed up 答案:来源：考试大

1--5 CDBCC 6--10 AADCD 11--15 BBCAC 16--20 BCBBD
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